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A COMBINATORIAL MODEL FOR THE PATH FIBRATION
MANUEL RIVERA AND SAMSON SANEBLIDZE
Abstract. We introduce the abstract notion of a necklical set in order to
describe a functorial combinatorial model of the path fibration over the geo-
metric realization of a path connected simplicial set. In particular, to any path
connected simplicial set X we associate a necklical set Ω̂X such that its geo-
metric realization |Ω̂X|, a space built out of gluing cubical cells, is homotopy
equivalent to the based loop space on |X| and the differential graded module of
chains C∗(Ω̂X) is a differential graded associative algebra generalizing Adams’
cobar construction.
1. Introduction
The cobar construction, as introduced by Adams in his celebrated paper [Ada52],
describes a functorial way of producing a differential graded associative algebra (dg
algebra) from a connected differential graded coassociative coalgebra (dg coalge-
bra). Adams proved that such a construction models the passage that starts with
the dg coalgebra of chains on a simply connected topological space Y and goes to
the dg algebra of chains on the based (Moore) loop space ΩY of Y . More precisely,
if (Sing1n(Y, y), ∂,∆)n≥0, denotes the connected dg coalgebra (over a fixed ring k) of
singular chains in Y with edges collapsed to a fixed point y ∈ Y , then the cobar con-
struction on the quotient dg coalgebra Sing1(Y ) := (Sing1∗(Y, y)/ Sing
1
∗>0(y), ∂,∆)
is a dg algebra quasi-isomorphic to the normalized singular cubical chains of ΩY. A
motivation of the cobar construction was the Adams-Hilton model of ΩY [AdHi55],
which in turn generalizes the James model of ΩΣX . In all models the simply con-
nected hypothesis was assumed in order to apply a spectral sequence comparison
theorem to prove the statements.
S. Saneblidze and T. Kadeishvili showed in [KaSa05] that the cobar construc-
tion on Sing1(Y ) is isomorphic to the chain complex associated to a cubical set
model (without degeneracies) of ΩY . On the other hand, M. Rivera and M. Zeina-
lian proved in [RiZe16] that for any connected space Y the cobar construction of
SingN (Y, y), the dg coalgebra of the normalized singular chains with vertices at y,
yields a dg algebra quasi-isomorphic to the singular chains of ΩY and, moreover,
such a dg algebra is isomorphic to the normalized chains associated to certain cu-
bical set with “connections”, a notion introduced in [BH81]. This statement is also
true if we take the cobar construction on the dg coalgebra of chains associated to
any Kan complex model of Y . The proof relied on some basic results from the
theory of ∞-categories and on classifying morphisms in the category of necklaces,
i.e. simplicial sets of the form ∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆nk where ∆ni is a standard simplex of
dimension ni and each wedge ∆
ni ∨∆ni+1 is obtained by identifying the last vertex
of ∆ni with the first vertex of ∆ni+1. Necklaces were introduced by D. Dugger and
D. Spivak in [DS11] to describe the mapping spaces of the rigidification functor
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from simplicial sets to simplicial categories, the right adjoint of the homotopy co-
herent nerve functor. In [RiZe16] the relationship between the mapping spaces of
the rigidification functor, the cobar construction of the dg coalgebra of normalized
chains of a Kan complex model for a space, and the based loop space is studied in
detail.
In this article we use construct a quasi-fibration |Ω̂X |
ι
−→ |P̂X |
ξ
−→ Y modeling
the path fibration ΩY → PY → Y , where Y = |X | is the geometric realization
of a path connected simplicial set X, while P̂X and Ω̂X are abstract sets whose
modeling polytopes are the standard cubes indexed by necklaces inside X . Since
the restriction of ξ to |P̂X1| → |X1| is a covering (X1 is the 1-skeleton of X), this
model can be thought of as an extension of the Cayley covering on the wedge of
circles.
More precisely, Ω̂X and P̂X are necklical sets, i.e. presheaves over certain
categories of necklaces. Necklical sets may be thought of as cubical sets equipped
with a particular set of degeneracies making them lie somewhere in between classical
cubical sets and cubical sets with connections. We prove using basic tools from
classical algebraic topology that the geometric realization of the necklical set Ω̂X
is a topological space homotopy equivalent to the based loop space on |X |. The
construction of the necklical set Ω̂X involves a strict localization step described in
section 3.4 as opposed to the Kan replacement step suggested by the constructions
in [RiZe16]. The result is a model for the based loop space of |X | which is smaller
than the one described in [RiZe16] and therefore suitable for calculations.
Moreover, we show that if we take the normalized chains associated to Ω̂X we
obtain a dg algebra generalizing Adams’ cobar construction on the dg coalgebra of
chains on X as well as the extended cobar construction of K. Hess and A. Tonks
as described in [HT10] when the simplicial set X has a single vertex. The methods
in the proof of the main result (Theorem 1) also go through to give a proof of
the result in [RiZe16] stated above in the second paragraph without relying on the
theory of ∞-categories as explained in Remarks 2 and 3.
2. Necklaces and necklical sets
Denote by Set∆ the category of simplicial sets and by ∆
m ∈ Set∆ the standard
m-simplex. A necklace is a wedge of standard simplices T = ∆n1 ∨ ...∨∆nk ∈ Set∆
where the last vertex of ∆ni is identified with the first vertex of ∆ni+1 and ni ≥ 1
for i = 1, ..., k. Each ∆ni is a subsimplicial set of T , which we call a bead of T .
The number of beads is denoted by b(T ). The set T0, or the vertices of T , inherits
an ordering from the ordering of the beads in T and the ordering of the vertices of
each ∆ni . A morphism of necklaces f : T → T ′ is a morphism of simplicial sets
which preserves first and last vertices. Denote by Nec the category of necklaces.
We define a new category Nec0 whose objects are necklaces with at least two
beads and whose first bead is allowed to be of dimension 0, these are called aug-
mented necklaces, and morphisms are maps of necklaces which preserve the first
bead and last vertex. More precisely, objects in Nec0 are simplicial sets of the
form ∆n ∨ T where n ≥ 0, T is a necklace in Nec, and the last vertex of ∆n is
identified with the first vertex of T . A morphism between objects S = ∆n ∨ T and
S′ = ∆n
′
∨T ′ in Nec0 is a map g : S → S
′ of simplicial sets sending the last vertex
of S to the last vertex of S′ and mapping the first bead ∆n of S into the first bead
of ∆n
′
of S′, in other words, satisfying g(∆n) ⊆ ∆n
′
.
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For any simplicial set X and vertices x, y ∈ X0 define (Nec ↓ X)x,y to be the
category whose objects are maps of simplicial sets (f : T → X) where T ∈ Nec
and f sends the first vertex of T to x and the last vertex of T to y and a morphism
between objects (f : T → X) and (f ′ : T ′ → X) in (Nec ↓ X)x,y is given by a
morphism u : T → T ′ in Nec satisfying f = f ′ ◦ u. Define (Nec0 ↓ X)y similarly
but now objects are maps of simplicial sets f : T → X where T ∈ Nec0 and f
sends the last vertex of T to y.
A necklical set is a functor K : Necop → Set and a morphism of necklical sets is
given by a natural transformation of functors. Denote the category of necklical sets
by SetNec. A simplicial set X with fixed vertices x and y, gives rise to an example
of a necklical set KX : Nec
op → Set via the assignment KX(T ) = Hom(T,X)x,y,
the set of simplicial maps that send the first vertex of T to x and the last vertex of
T to y. Similarly, given a necklace T ∈ Nec we will denote by Y (T ) the necklical set
obtained through the Yoneda embedding, namely, Y (T ) : Necop → Set is defined
by Y (T ) := HomNec( , T ). For any two necklical sets P and Q define their product
P ×Q to be the necklical set
colim
Y (T )→P,Y (S)→Q
T,S∈Nec
Y (T ∨ S).
In a similar way we define augmented necklical sets as functors L : Necop0 → Set
and denote the category of augmented necklical sets by SetNec0 . A simplicial
set X with a fixed vertex y, gives rise an example of an augmented necklical set
LX : Nec
op
0 → Set via the assignment LX(T ) = Hom(T,X)y, the set of simplicial
maps that send the last vertex of T to y.
The dimension of a necklace T = ∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆nk ∈ Nec is defined by dim(T ) =
n1 + ...+ nk − k, while the dimension of an augmented necklace S = ∆
n0 ∨∆n1 ∨
... ∨∆nk ∈ Nec0 is defined by dim(T ) = n0 + n1 + ...+ nk − k. Let
Necn = {T ∈ Nec | dimT = n}
and
Necn,k = {T ∈ Necn | b(T ) = k}.
Given K ∈ SetNec and an integer n ≥ 0, define Kn to be the set
Kn :=
⊔
T∈Necn
K(T ) =
⊔
T∈Necn
HomSetNec(Y (T ),K),
and
Kn,k :=
⊔
T∈Necn,k
K(T ).
For any L ∈ SetNec0 , the sets Ln and Ln,k are defined similarly.
Morphisms of necklaces are generated by three types of morphisms described in
the proposition below. For a proof see [RiZe16] (Proposition 3.1).
Proposition 1. Any non-identity morphism in Nec is a composition of morphisms
of the following type
(i) f : T → T ′ is an injective morphism of necklaces and dim(T ′)−dim(T ) = 1;
(ii) f : ∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆nk → ∆m1 ∨ ... ∨∆mk is a morphism of necklaces of the
form f = f1 ∨ ... ∨ fk such that for exactly one p with np ≥ 2, fp = s
j :
∆np → ∆mp is a codegeneracy morphism sj for some j (so mp = np − 1)
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and for all i 6= p, fi : ∆
ni → ∆mi is the identity map of standard simplices
(so ni = mi for i 6= p);
(iii) f : ∆n1 ∨ ...∨∆np−1 ∨∆np ∨∆np+1 ∨ ...∨∆nk → ∆n1 ∨ ...∨∆np−1 ∨∆np+1 ∨
... ∨ ∆nk is a morphism of necklaces such that, for some 1 ≤ p ≤ k with
k ≥ 2, f collapses the p-th bead ∆np in the domain to the last vertex of
∆np−1 (or to the first vertex of ∆np+1) in the target and the restriction of
f to all the other beads is injective.
The morphisms of type (i) and (ii) can be furthered classified. For a morphism
f : T = ∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆nk → T ′ = ∆m1 ∨ ... ∨∆ml of type (i) we have two sub-types:
(ia) the number of vertices of T is one less than the number of vertices of T ′ (in
particular, this implies k = l) and (ib) the number of vertices of T and T ′ are
equal (which, in particular, implies l = k + 1). Morphisms of type (ia) are of the
form f = id ∨ dj ∨ id where dj : ∆ni → ∆mi , for some i with ni + 1 = mi, is the
simplicial j-th co-face morphism for some j ∈ {1, ..., ni − 1}. Morphisms f of type
(ib) are those for which there are i ∈ {1, ..., k} and j ∈ {1, ...,mi − 1} such that
f = id ∨W j ∨ id, where W j : ∆ni ∨∆ni+1 → ∆mi for ni + ni+1 = mi and W
j is
the injective map whose image in ∆mi is the wedge of the two sub-simplicial sets
corresponding to the j-th term in the Alexander-Whitney diagonal map applied to
the unique non-degenerate top dimensional simplex in ∆mi . Given a necklace T of
dimension n there are exactly n morphisms di,T1 : T
1
i → T (i = 1, ..., n) of type (ia)
and n morphisms di,T0 : T
0
i → T (i = 1, ..., n) of type (ib). Morphisms of type (ii)
can be classified into two types as well: (iia) those for which fp = s
0 or fp = s
np
(i.e. fp is the first or last co-degeneracy morphism) and (iib) otherwise. We will
sometimes abuse notation and write f = sj for morphisms of type (ii), omitting
the index p in the notation which indicates the bead to which the co-degeneracy sj
is applied. A similar classification result holds for morphisms in Nec0.
3. Necklical models for the based loop space and the based path
space
For any simplicial set X and x, y ∈ X0 consider the graded set⊔
T∈Nec
Hom(T,X)x,y/ ∼
where ∼ is the equivalence relation generated by the following two rules:
f ◦ snp+1 ∼ f ◦ s0, 1 ≤ p < k,(3.1)
for any f : ∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆nk → X ∈ Hom(T,X)x,y, where
snp+1 : ∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆np−1 ∨∆np+1 ∨∆np+1 ∨ ... ∨∆nk →
∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆np−1 ∨∆np ∨∆np+1 ∨ ... ∨∆nk
is given by applying the last co-degeneracy map to the p-th bead, and
s0 : ∆
n1 ∨ ... ∨∆np ∨∆np+1+1 ∨∆np+2 ∨ ... ∨∆nk →
∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆np ∨∆np+1 ∨∆np+2 ∨ ... ∨∆nk
by applying the first co-degeneracy map to the (p+ 1)-th bead; and
(3.2) f ◦ u ∼ f,
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for any f ∈ Hom(T,X)x,y and any morphism u in Nec of type (iii). Denote the
∼-equivalence class of (f : T → X) by [f : T → X ].
3.1. The necklical set Ω(X ;x, y). Define a necklical set Ω(X ;x, y) : Necop →
Set by declaring Ω(X ;x, y)(T ) to be the subset of
⊔
T ′∈NecHom(T
′, X)x,y/ ∼
consisting of all ∼-equivalence classes represented by maps T → X ∈ (Nec ↓ X)x,y.
This clearly defines a functor: given a map u : T → T ′ in Nec and an element
[f : T ′ → X ] ∈ Ω(X ;x, y)(T ′) we obtain a well defined element [f ◦ u : T → T ′ →
X ] ∈ Ω(X ;x, y)(T ). In particular, Ω(X ;x, y) = {Ωn,k(X ;x, y)}n≥0,k≥1 is bigraded
with Ωn,k(X ;x, y) := {T → X ∈ (Nec
n,k ↓ X)x,y}/ ∼ (assuming that for a class
[f : T → X ] the representative map f : T → X is with minimal k = b(T )). Note
that Ω(X ;x, y) is precisely the following colimit in the category of necklical sets
Ω(X ;x, y) = colim
f :T→X∈(Nec↓X)x,y
Y (T ).
We define the necklical face maps of Ω(X ;x, y) to be the set maps
d1i : Ωn,k(X ;x, y)→ Ωn−1,k(X ;x, y),
d0i : Ωn,k(X ;x, y)→ Ωn−1,k+1(X ;x, y) for i = 1, ..., n,
given by dǫi [f : T → X ] = [f ◦ d
i,T
ǫ : T
ǫ
i → T → X ]. It is straightforward to check
that these maps are well defined, i.e. independent of representative, and satisfy the
standard cubical relations:
(3.3) dǫjd
ǫ′
i = d
ǫ′
i d
ǫ
j+1, i ≤ j, ǫ, ǫ
′ ∈ {0, 1}.
Denoting by nj(T ) the dimension of the j-th bead in any T ∈ Nec
n,k, let n(r) :=
n1(T ) + · · · + nr(T ) for 1 ≤ r ≤ k and n(0) :=0. Define the necklical degeneracy
maps of Ωn,k(X ;x, y) to be the set maps
ηj : Ωn,k(X ;x, y)→ Ωn+1,k(X ;x, y), j = 1, ..., n+ k + 1,
given by ηj [f : T → X ] = [f ◦ s
j−1,T : Tj → T → X ], where
Tj = ∆
n1 ∨ ... ∨∆nr−1 ∨∆nr+1 ∨∆nr+1 ∨ ... ∨∆nl
when n(r−1) + 1 ≤ j ≤ n(r) + 1.
The face and degeneracy maps satisfy the following identities:
(3.4)
dǫiηj =
{
ηj−1d
ǫ
i , i < j − r, n(r−1) + 1 < j ≤ n(r) + 1,
ηjd
ǫ
i−1, i > j − r + 1, n(r−1) + 1 ≤ j < n(r) + 1,
dǫiηj =

Id, i = j − r = n(r−1) + 1,
ηid
ǫ
i−1, i = j − r + 1 = n(r−1) + 1,
Id, i = j − r, j − r + 1 6= n(r−1) + 1, ǫ = 1,
d0i+1ηj , i = j − r 6= n(r−1) + 1, ǫ = 0,
ηiηj = ηjηi−1, i > j.
In order to verify the above identities it is convenient to consider following combi-
natorial description of the necklical set In−1 := Y (∆n), which we call the standard
(n − 1)-cube. The faces of the simplicial set ∆n may be labeled by the subsets of
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the set (0, 1, ..., n) as usual. The top face of the necklical set In−1 may be labeled
by the expression [0, 1, ..., n] so that we may write
d0i ([0, 1, ..., n]) = [0, ..., i][i, ..., n],
d1i ([0, 1, ..., n]) = [0, 1, ..., iˆ, ..., n], i = 1, ..., n− 1,
where [0, ..., i][i, ..., n] denotes the face induced by ∆i∨∆n−i →֒ ∆n. The description
of degeneracies ηj : I
n−1 → In mimics the simplicial ones
ηj([0, 1, ..., n]) = [0, 1, ...., j − 2, j − 1, j − 1, j, ..., n], j = 1, ..., n+ 1.
3.2. The augmented necklical set P(X ;x). Define an augmented necklical set
P(X ;x) : Necop0 → Set in a similar manner by declaring P(X ;x)(T ) to be the
subset of
⊔
T ′∈Nec0
Hom(T ′, X)x/ ∼ consisting of all ∼-equivalence classes repre-
sented by maps T → X ∈ (Nec0 ↓ X)x, where ∼ is the equivalence relation given
analogously to (3.1)–(3.2). Similarly, define the augmented necklical face maps
d1i : Pn,k(X ;x)→ Pn−1,k(X ;x),
d0i : Pn,k(X ;x)→ Pn−1,k+1(X ;x) for i = 1, ..., n,
and augmented necklical degeneracy maps
ηj : Pn,k(X ;x)→ Pn+1,k(X ;x) for j = 1, ..., n+ k + 1
satisfying the standard cubical relations given by (3.3) and
(3.5)
dǫiηj =
{
ηj−1d
ǫ
i , i < j,
ηjd
ǫ
i−1, i > j + 1,
d1i ηi = d
1
i+1ηi = Id,
d0i ηi = d
0
i+1ηi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n0,
dǫiηj =
{
ηj−1d
ǫ
i , i < j − r, n(r−1) + 1 < j ≤ n(r) + 1,
ηjd
ǫ
i−1, i > j − r + 1, n(r−1) + 1 ≤ j < n(r) + 1,
dǫiηj =

Id, i = j − r = n(r−1) + 1,
ηid
ǫ
i−1, i = j − r + 1 = n(r−1) + 1,
Id, i = j − r, j − r + 1 6= n(r−1) + 1, ǫ = 1,
d0i+1ηj , i = j − r 6= n(r−1) + 1, ǫ = 0,
ηiηj = ηjηi−1, i > j.
where n(m) = n0 + n1 + · · ·+ nm, 0 ≤ m ≤ k. Note that these relations agree with
(3.4) for n0 = 0. The top cell of the augmented necklical set I
n
aug := Y0(∆
n) (where
Y0 is the Yoneda embedding Y0 : Nec0 → SetNec0) may be labeled by the symbol
0, 1, .., n] so that we may write
d0i (0, 1, .., n]) = 0, ..., i− 1][i− 1, ..., n],
d1i (0, 1, .., n]) = 0, 1, ..., î− 1, ..., n], i = 1, ..., n.
The labeling of degeneracies remains the same.
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Thus an m-dimensional cell a of the augmented necklical set Inaug is labelled by
a sequence of blocks
(3.6) a := j1, ..., js1 ][js1 , ..., js2 ][js2 , ..., js3 ]...[jsq , ..., jsq+1 ] with jsq+1 = n and
0 ≤ j1 < . . . < jsq < n,
where the dimension of the first block j1, ..., js1 ] is s1 − 1, while the dimension of
each block [jsk , ..., jsk+1 ] is sk+1 − sk − 1, so m = sq+1 − q − 1. In particular, a
vertex v of Inaug is labelled by
v := j1][j1, j2][j2, j3]...[jq−1, jq][jq, n].
We have a map ψ : Inaug → ∆
n of graded sets which sends a face a ∈ Inaug with
labeling given as above to the (s1 − 1)-simplex (j1, ..., js1) ⊂ ∆
n; in particular,
the face a = d01(0, 1, ..., n]) = 0][0, 1, ..., n] is totally degenerate: ψ(a) = 0 ∈ ∆
n.
The two combinatorial descriptions of the faces of In and Inaug, respectively, are
compatible to one another via the combinatorial analysis of the map ψ.
3.3. The geometric realization of Ω(X ;x, y) and P(X ;x). The geometric re-
alization of the necklical set Ω(X ;x, y) is the topological space defined by
|Ω(X ;x, y)| :=
⊔
n≥0
Ωn(X ;x, y)× |I
n|/ ∼
where |In| denotes the standard topological n-cube as a subspace of Rn, Ωn(X ;x, y)
is considered as a topological space with the discrete topology, and ∼ is the equiv-
alence relation defined as follows. The equivalence relation ∼ is generated by
(f, ∂iǫ(t)) ∼ (d
ǫ
i(f), t) for ∂
i
ǫ : |I
n−1| → |In| the usual cubical co-face maps, and
(f, ςj(t)) ∼ (ηj(f), t), for any f : ∆
n1 ∨ ...∨∆nk → X , where ηj(f) := f ◦ s
j−1 and
sj : ∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆np+1 ∨ ... ∨∆nk → ∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆np ∨ ... ∨∆nk
is the morphism of necklaces obtained by applying the co-degeneracy morphism
sj : ∆np+1 → ∆np to the p-th bead in the domain (for some p ∈ {1, ..., k}), and ςj :
|In+1| → |In| is the map induced by applying to the p-th factor in the decomposition
|In+1| = |In1−1| × ... × |Inp | × ... × |Ink−1| the collapse map ςj : |Inp | → |Inp−1|
defined by
ςj(t1, ..., tnp) = (t1, ..., tj−1, tj+1, ..., tnp)
for j = 0, np + 1 (these are standard cubical degeneracies) and by
ςj(t1, ..., tnp) = (t1, ..., tj−1,min(tj , tj+1), tj+2, ..., tnp)
for 0 < j < np + 1 (these are “connections” in the sense of [BH81]).
We define the topological space |P(X ; y)| in a completely analogous manner.
Remark 1. The equality f ◦ snp(T ) = f ◦ s0(S) in the definition of Ω(X ;x, y) is
suggested by the fact that |Y (T )| and |Y (S)| define homeomorphic cubes and this
homeomorphism is compatible with the equality |Y (snp(T ))| = |Y (s0(S))|.
3.4. Inverting 1-simplices formally. Given a simplicial set X, form a set Xop1 :=
{xop | x ∈ X1 is non-degenerate}. Let Z(X) be the minimal simplicial set contain-
ing the set X ∪ Xop1 such that ∂0(x
op) = ∂1(x) and ∂1(x
op) = ∂0(x). Let Set
0
∆ be
the category of pointed simplicial sets. Define
Ω̂ : Set0∆ → SetNec
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as Ω̂(X ;x, y) := Ω(Z(X);x, y)/ ∼ where the equivalence relation ∼ is generated
by
f ∼ f ′ ◦ g : T → Z(X)
for all T = ∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆np ∨∆np+1 ∨ ... ∨∆nk with np = np+1 = 1 and morphisms
f satisfying f(∆np) = (f(∆np+1))op, so f induces a map f ′ : ∆n1 ∨ ... ∨ ∆np−1 ∨
∆np+2 ∨ ... ∨∆nk → X, and
g : ∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆np−1 ∨∆np ∨∆np+1 ∨∆np+2 ∨ ... ∨∆nk →
∆n1 ∨ ... ∨∆np−1 ∨∆np+2 ∨ ... ∨∆nk
is the collapse map.
The above equivalence relation also induces the functor
P̂ : Set0∆ → SetNec0
by replacing Ω by Ω̂ in the definition of P. For simplicity we denote Ω̂X :=
Ω̂(X ;x, x) and P̂X := P̂(X ;x) when the fixed point x is understood.
3.5. An explicit construction of Ω̂X and P̂X. We now describe Ω̂X and P̂X
more concretely. Let (X, x0) be a pointed simplicial set. For a simplex σ ∈ X
denote by minσ and maxσ the first and last vertices of σ, respectively. First define
Ω̂′X to be the following graded set. For any σi ∈ Z(X)>0, let dim(σ¯) = dim(σ)−1
and define
(3.7) Ω̂′nX = {σ¯1 · · · σ¯k | maxσi = minσi+1 for all i, max σk = x0,
|σ¯1|+ · · ·+ |σ¯k| = n, k ≥ 1}
with relations
σ¯1 · · · σ¯i · σ¯i+1 · · · σ¯k = σ¯1 · · · σ¯i−1 · σ¯i+2 · · · σ¯k and σ¯i · σ¯i+1 = s0(x)
where σi, σi+1 ∈ Z(X)1 such that σi+1 = σ
op
i and x = min σi; and
σ¯1 · · · sni(σi) · σ¯i+1 · · · σ¯k = σ¯1 · · · σ¯i ·s0(σi+1) · · · σ¯k for ni = dimσi, i = 1, ..., k−1.
Then
Ω̂nX ∼= {σ¯1 · · · σ¯k ∈ Ω̂
′
nX | minσ1 = x0}.
and the monoidal structure Ω̂X×Ω̂X → Ω̂X is induced by concatenation of words
with unit e = s0(x0). In particular, Ω̂0X is a group.
The set Ω̂nX has the second grading Ω̂nX = {Ω̂n,kX}k≥1, where Ω̂n,k consists
of words of length k having the same dimension n. The face operators
d1i : Ω̂n,kX → Ω̂n−1,kX,
d0i : Ω̂n,kX → Ω̂n−1,k+1X, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
act on a monomial aσ¯b as
dǫj(aσ¯b) = ad
ǫ
i(σ¯)b for i = j−dim a, dim a < j ≤ dim a+m, m+1 = dimσ with
d0i (σ¯) = ∂i+1 · · · ∂m+1(σ) · ∂0 · · · ∂i−1(σ),
d1i (σ¯) = ∂i(σ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
while
ηj : Ω̂n,kX → Ω̂n+1,kX for j = 1, .., n+ k + 1
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is given by
ηj(σ¯1 · · · σ¯k) = σ¯1 · · · σ¯i−1 · sj−mi−1(σi) · σ¯i+1 · · · σ¯k for mi−1 ≤ j ≤ mi,
mi = dimσ1 + · · ·+ dimσi with m0 = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Similarly, the graded set P̂X = {P̂nX}n≥0 may be identified with P
′X/ ∼,
where P′X is a subset of the (set-theoretical) cartesian product X × Ω̂′X of two
graded sets X and Ω̂′X :
(3.8) P′nX = {(x , σ¯1 · · · σ¯k) ∈
⋃
p+q=n
Xp × Ω̂
′
qX | max x = minσ1}
and ∼ is defined by setting the relation
(sp(x), y) ∼ (x, η1(y)).
The face operators
d0i , d
1
i : P̂nX → P̂n−1X, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
are then given for (x , y) ∈ Xp × Ω̂
′
qX → P̂nX by
d0i (x, y) =

(minx , x¯ · y) , i = 1,(
∂i · · · ∂p+1(x) , ∂0 · · · ∂i−2(x) · y
)
, 2 ≤ i ≤ p,
(x , d0i−p(y)), p < i ≤ n,
d1i (x, y) =
{
(∂i−1(x) , y), 1 ≤ i ≤ p,
(x, d1i−p(y)), p < i ≤ n,
and the degeneracy maps
ηj : P̂n,k(X)→ P̂n+1,k(X) for j = 1, ..., n+ k + 1
by
ηj(x, y) =
{
(sj−1(x), y), 1 ≤ j ≤ p+ 1,
(x, ηj−p(y)), p+ 1 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1.
Furthermore, concatenation of words gives a map of augmented necklical sets
(3.9) P̂X × Ω̂X → P̂X.
We have the short sequence
Ω̂X
i
−→ P̂X
pr
−→ X
of maps of sets where i is defined by i(y) = (x0, y), for any y ∈ Ω̂X while pr(x, y) =
x for (x, y) ∈ P̂X. The set map i : Ω̂X → P̂X induces a continuous map ι :
|Ω̂X | → |P̂X |. The projection pr : P̂X−→X together with the continuous map
|ψ| : |In| → |∆n| (induced by the maps of graded sets ψ : Inaug → ∆
n) induce a
continuous map ξ : |P̂X | → |X |. More precisely, ξ : |P̂X | → |X | is defined as the
composition
|P̂X |
Id×prX
−→ |P̂X |
pr×|ψ|
−→ |X |
where Id× prX projects a cell [(σ, y)× |I
n| × |Iq|] onto [(σ, y)× |In|] and pr × |ψ|
maps any cell [(σ, y) × |IN |] onto [σ × |∆N |]. Thus ξ is a continuous cellular map
and we have
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Proposition 2. Let (X, x0) be a pointed connected simplicial set. Then
(i) the geometric realization |Ω̂X | is a topological monoid,
(ii) the geometric realization |P̂X | is contractible, and
(iii) the geometric realization of ξ
|Ω̂X |
ι
−→ |P̂X |
ξ
−→ |X |
is a quasi-fibration.
Proof. (i) Immediately follows from the definition of the geometrical realization of
the monoid Ω̂X.
(ii) A contraction of |P̂X | into the vertex labeled by (x0, e) may be obtained
as follows. First note that the 1-dimensional subcomplex |P̂X1| of |P̂X | is con-
tractible, and below we deform |P̂X | into |P̂X1|.
Given (x, y) ∈ |P̂X | with x ∈ Xn, let |xˆ
n,1| denote the union of edges of |(x, y)| ∈
|P̂X | not lying in |d01(x, y)| = |(minx, x¯ · y¯)|.
Then a cube |(x, σ¯1 · · · σ¯k)| in |P̂X | can be deformed into the subcomplex |xˆ
n,1|∪
|σˆn1,11 | ∪ ...∪ |σˆ
nk,1
k | of |P̂X
1|, where |σˆni,1i | is defined by the cube |(σi, σ¯i+1 · · · σ¯k)|
for all i. These deformations may be defined so that they are compatible at the
intersection of any two cubes in |P̂X | and therefore induce a global contraction of
|P̂X | into the vertex |(x0, e)|.
(iii) Recall |X | is a space defined as a colimit of standard topological simplices
with identifications given by the face and dengeneracy maps ofX . Take the barycen-
tric subdivision of each standard simplex in the colimit to obtain a finer subdivision
of |X | into simplices. For each simplex σ ⊂ |X | in this subdivision let Uσ be an
open neighborhood containing σ as a deformation retract; in particular, each Uσ is
contractible. Let U be the smallest collection of open sets containing {Uσ} which
is closed under finite intersections. Then U is an open covering of |X | with the
property that for any U ∈ U and any x ∈ U , ζ−1(x) →֒ ζ−1(U) is a homotopy
equivalence. It follows that ξ satisfies the criterion in [DoTh58] to be a quasi-
fibration. 
From the long exact sequence of the homotopy groups of a quasi-fibration and
the contractibility of |P̂X | we have
Corollary 1. For a simplicial set X there is a natural isomorphism
π∗(|X |) ≈ π∗−1(|Ω̂X |).
Example 1. Let Y be the boundary of ∆2. Then ξ can be thought of as an exten-
sion of a simplicial approximation of the exponential map exp = e2πit : R → S1.
See Figure 1 below where α012 = [02][21][10] and α210 = [01][12][20] are identified
with representatives of the fundamental group of the circle.
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02][21][10]12][20]01][12][20] 01][10]
1 2 0 1 2 1 2
❄
0 2
ξ exp
α012 α
2
012α210 ✲ ✛
s s
s
t r r t trrt r r✲✲ ✛ ✲✛✲✲
1
Figure 1. The map ξ on ∂∆2 ≈ S1 as a simplicial approximation of the
exponential map.
More generally, let Y be one dimensional, i.e., it is homotopically equivalent to a
wedge of circles. See Figure 2 below where αijk and αkji denote opposite represen-
tatives of the fundamental group given by the closed edge path ((ij), (jk), (ki)) in
Y := |∆3|1, the 1-skeleton of |∆3|, homotopically equivalent to the wedge of three
circles.
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01][13][32][20]
13][32][20]
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03][32][20]
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ξ
❄
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3
α
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α
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α
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α
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α
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②
✛
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❃
03][30]
s
s
s
s
s
3
1
Figure 2. The map ξ for X = (∆3)1.
From now on we denote by In the standard n-cube as a topological space since
there will be no more risk of confusion with the standard n-cube as a necklical
set. Similarly, we denote by ∆n the standard n-simplex as a topological space, and
simply denote by ψ : In → ∆n the continuous map denoted earlier by |ψ|.
Definition 1. Let E be an equivariant space E×G→ E such that G is a topological
monoid. A map g : (X, x0) × (Y, y0) → E is equivariant if there is a map ω :
(Y, y0)→ (G, e) such that
g(x, y) = g(x, y0) · ω(y) for (x, y) ∈ X × Y.
For a pair (X,Y ) of subcomplexes of standard cubes (In, Iq), the pair (x0, y0) :=
(1,0) is assumed to consist of the final and initial vertices of In and Iq respectively.
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A map f : Ip → E is d0-equivariant if for each cell Ik ⊆ Ip the restriction of f
to d0i (I
k) = Ii−1 × Ik−i is equivariant for all i.
Let π : E → Y be a G-fibration with Y = |X | for a simplicial set X. Let Iˆn,1 be
the union of edges of In not lying in d01(I
n) and iˆ : Iˆn,1 →֒ In the inclusion map.
For q ≥ 0, let prn : I
n × Iq → In be the projection.
Proposition 3. Given n ≥ 2 and a simplex σn ∈ Xn, let σ
n : ∆n → Y be the
corresponding map, and let ρn,1 : Iˆ
n,1 × Iq → E be an equvariant map such that
π ◦ ρn,1 = fσn ◦ ( iˆ× 1) for fσn := σ
n ◦ ψ ◦ prn.
There is an equivariant and d0-equivariant map gσn : I
n × Iq → E such that
π ◦ gσn = fσn and ρn,1 = gσn ◦ ( iˆ × 1),
i.e., gσn makes the following diagram commutative
Iˆn,1 × Iq
ρn,1
−→ E
iˆ× 1 ↓ ր ↓ π
In × Iq
fσn−→ Y.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the dimension n. Given 2 ≤ k ≤ n, let Iˆk ⊂ Ik
the union of the (k−1)-faces dǫi(I
k) of Ik except the face d01(I
k), and let iˆ : Iˆk →֒ Ik.
For k = 2 use the homeomorphism of pairs (I × I, 1× I) ≈ (I2, Iˆ2) to lift fσ2 to a
map gσ2 : I
2×Iq → E that extends ρ2,1. In particular, gσ2 |d01(I2)×Iq ⊂ π
−1(minσ2),
and, consequently, the map
ωσ2 : d
0
1(I
2)× Iq → G
is also defined. Suppose gσk : I
k × Iq → E and ωσk : d
0
1(I
k)× Iq → G for Ik ⊂ In
and 2 ≤ k < n has been constructed satisfying the hypotheses of the proposition.
For k = n define the map ρn : Iˆ
n × Iq → E by
ρn|
In−1×Iq
=

gσn−1 , I
n−1 = d1i (I
n), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
gσi−1 ·ωσn−i+1 , I
n−1= d0i (I
n) =Ii−1×In−i, 1 < i ≤ n,
where σi−1 × σn−i+1 is a component of the AW decomposition of σn and gσi−1 ·
ωσn−i+1 is the map I
i−1×(In−i×Iq)→ E defined by gσi−1 ·ωσn−i+1(t1, ..., tn+q−1) =
gσi−1(t1, ..., ti−1)·ωσn−i+1(ti, ..., tn+q−1). Then the equivariance and d
0-equivariance
of the maps gσk guarantee that ρn is well defined and the diagram
Iˆn × Iq
ρn
−→ E
iˆ× 1 ↓ π ↓
In × Iq
prn
−→ In
ψ
−→ ∆n
σn
−→ Y.
commutes. Use the homeomorphism of pairs (I × In−1, 1× In−1) ≈ (In, Iˆn) to lift
fn to a map gσn : I
n × Iq → E which extends ρn. In particular, gσn |d01(In)×Iq ⊂
π−1(min σn), and, consequently, the map
ωσn : d
0
1(I
n)× Iq → G
is also constructed. 
Our main statement is the following
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Theorem 1. Let Y = |X | be the geometric realization of a path connected simplicial
set X. Let ΩY
i
→ PY
π
→ Y be the (Moore) path fibration on Y. Then there is a
commutative diagram
(3.10)
|Ω̂X |
ω
−→ ΩY
ι ↓ ι ↓
|P̂X |
p
−→ PY
ξ ↓ π ↓
|X |
Id
−→ Y
in which ω is a monoidal map and homotopy equivalence.
Proof. The constructions of the maps p and ω are in fact simultaneous by induction
on the dimension of simplices in X . Given |(x, y)| ∈ |X0 × Ω̂
′
0X | → |P̂X | with
y = σ¯1 · · · σ¯k, define p(x, y) ∈ PY as the edge-path σ1∪· · ·∪σk with the initial vertex
x and the final vertex x0. Let (v, y) ∈ |(x, y)| ⊆ |X1 × Ω̂
′
0X | → |P̂X | for (x, y) ∈
X1 × Ω̂
′
0X with x ∈ X1 non-degenerate. Define p(v, y) = [v,maxx] · ω(y) ∈ PY,
where [v,max x] ⊂ |x| is the interval. Assume ω is defined on Ω̂rX for 0 ≤ r ≤ q.
Let |(σn, y)| ⊆ |Xn × Ω̂
′
qX | → |P̂X | for (σ
n, y) ∈ Xn × Ω̂
′
qX → P̂X with σ
n
non-degenerate. Then the hypotheses of Proposition 3 are satisfied for σn, and let
gσn : I
n × Iq → E be the resulting map. Define p||(σn,y)| to be induced by gσn ,
and then ω is extended on Ω̂rX for 0 ≤ r ≤ q + n − 1 by means of the maps ωσn
for all non-degenerate σn ∈ Xn. Thus the maps p and ω are constructed such that
ι ◦ ω = p ◦ ι. Finally apply Corollary 1 to finish the proof. 
Remark 2. If X is a path connected Kan complex the restriction of ω to |ΩX | →
ΩY is also a homotopy equivalence. The same proof as the one above works for this
case as well since if X is a Kan complex then π0(|ΩX |) is also a group because each
1-simplex in X1 has an inverse up to homotopy. In particular, let Y be a connected
topological space with a base point y ∈ Y and let Sing(Y, y) be the Kan complex
consisting of singular simplices whose vertices are mapped to y. Then |Ω Sing(Y, y)|
is homotopy equivalent to ΩY .
4. Algebraic models for the based loop space and the hat-cobar
construction.
4.1. The hat-cobar construction. We fix a ground commutative ring k with
unit 1k. All modules are assumed to be over k. Since the face maps of Ω̂X satisfy
the standard cubical set relations we can form the chain complex (C′∗(Ω̂X), d) with
the differential d =
∑n
i=1(−1)
i(d1i − d
0
i ) : C
′
n(Ω̂X) → C
′
n−1(Ω̂X), but we refer to
the chain complex
C∗(Ω̂X) = C
′
∗(Ω̂X)/C
′
∗(D(e)),
where D(e) ⊂ Ω̂X denotes the set of degeneracies arising from the unit e, as the
chain complex of the necklical set Ω̂X. Moreover, C∗(Ω̂X) is a dg algebra (since
Ω̂X is a monoidal necklical set) which calculates the singular homology of |Ω̂X |.
We also can form a quasi-isomorphic dg algebra CN∗ (Ω̂X) = C
′
∗(Ω̂X)/C
′
∗(D(Ω̂X)),
where this time D(Ω̂X) ⊂ Ω̂X denotes the set of all degenerate elements.
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For a module M, let T (M) be the tensor algebra of M , i.e. T (M) = ⊕∞i=0M
⊗i.
We denote by s−1M the desuspension of M , i.e. (s−1M)i = Mi+1. An element
s−1a1 ⊗ ...⊗ s
−1an ∈ (s
−1M)⊗n is denoted by [a1|...|an].
Given a simplicial set X, we may consider the dg coalgebra (C∗Z(X), dC ,∆)
where dC is the usual boundary map on the chains C∗Z(X) and ∆ is the Alexander-
Whitney diagonal map. Let C∗>0(X0) denote the sub dg coalgebra of C∗Z(X)
generated by simplices of positive degree on the subsimplicial set of Z(X) generated
by the vertices X0 = Z(X)0, so all generators of C∗>0(X0) are degenerate simplices
having degenerate faces. We may truncate dC and ∆ to obtain a new dg coalgebra
A := (A∗(X), dA,∆
′) where
A∗(X) = C∗Z(X)/C∗>0(X0), dA = dC − ∂0 − (−1)
n∂n : An → An−1,
and ∆′ is ∆ without the primitive term. Let (ΩA, dΩ) be the cobar construction of
A, i.e., ΩA = T (s−1A¯∗(X)) is the tensor algebra on the desuspension of A¯∗(X) :=
A∗>0(X) with the differential dΩ = d1 + d2 defined for a¯ ∈ A¯ by
d1[ a¯ ] = −
[
dA(a)
]
and
d2[ a¯ ] =
∑
(−1)|a
′|
[
a¯′ | a¯′′
]
, for ∆′(a) =
∑
a′ ⊗ a′′,
extended as a derivation. Define a submodule Ω′nA ⊂ ΩnA as generated by mono-
mials [a¯1| · · · |a¯k] ∈ ΩnA, k ≥ 1, where each ai is a simplex in Z(X) representing a
generator of A such that min a1 = max ak = x0 and max ai = min ai+1 for all i; in
particular, Ω′A = ΩA when X0 = {x0}. Define the hat-cobar construction Ω̂C∗(X)
of the dg coalgebra C∗(X) as
Ω̂C∗(X) = Ω
′A/ ∼,
where ∼ is generated by
[a¯1|...|a¯i−1|a¯i|a¯i+1|a¯i+2|...|a¯k] ∼ [a¯1|...|a¯i−1|a¯i+2|...|a¯k] whenever ai+1 = a
op
i ;
in particular, [a¯i|a¯i+1] ∼ 1k.
For a 1-reducedX (e.g., X = Sing1(Y, y) the simplicial set consisting of all singu-
lar simplices in a topological space Y which collapse edges to a fixed point y ∈ Y ),
the hat-cobar construction Ω̂C∗(X) coincides with the Adams’ cobar construction
ΩC∗(X) of the dg coalgebra C∗(X). We have an obvious
Theorem 2. For a simplicial set X the dg algebra C∗(Ω̂X) coincides with the
hat-cobar construction Ω̂C∗(X).
Note that the similar theorem is true for CN∗ (Ω̂X) and the normalized hat-cobar
construction Ω̂NC∗(X) obtained from the definition of the hat-cobar construction
by replacing X0 by X0 ∪D(X).
From Theorems 1 and 2 and the homotopy invariance of the based loop space
we have
Proposition 4. If f∗ : C∗(X)→ C∗(X
′) is induced by a weak equivalence f : X →
X ′, then Ω̂f∗ : Ω̂C∗(X)→ Ω̂C∗(X
′) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Remark 3. It follows from Remark 3 that for a path connected topological space
Y the dg algebras C∗(Ω Sing(Y, y)) and C
N
∗ (Ω Sing(Y, y)) are quasi-isomorphic
to the dg algebra of singular chains on ΩY . Moreover, C∗(Ω Sing(Y, y)) and
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CN∗ (Ω Sing(Y, y)) are isomorphic to the cobar construction on the dg coalgebras
C∗(Sing(Y, y))/C∗>0(y) and C
N
∗ (Sing(Y, y)), respectively. Thus Adams’ classical
cobar construction provides a dg algebra model for the based loop space of a space
Y - even when Y is non-simply connected- when applied to a Kan complex model Y
such as Sing(Y, y). This fact was also recently stated and proved by the first author
and M. Zeinalian in [RiZe16] using results from J. Lurie’s theory of ∞-categories.
4.2. The hat-cobar construction of a simplicial set X with a single vertex.
Let (A, dA,∆) be a dg coalgebra such that the module of cycles Z1(A) ⊂ A1 is free
with basis Z1. Let G1 be the free group generated by Z1 and let k[G1] be the group
ring. Define a graded module A[1] as A[1]0 = A0, A[1]1 = k[G1] and A[1]i = Ai for
i ≥ 2. Then A ⊂ A[1] extends to the dg coalgebra (A[1], d,∆) (with d(A[1]1) = 0).
Define the hat-cobar construction (Ω̂A, dΩˆ) of A as the standard cobar construc-
tion ΩA[1] of A[1] modulo the relations [ 1¯G1] = 1k and
[a¯1|...|a¯i−1|a¯i|a¯i+1|a¯i+2|...|a¯k] = [a¯1|...|a¯i−1|aiai+1 |a¯i+2|...|a¯k] whenever
ai, ai+1 ∈ G1.
Then given a simplicial set X with X0 to be a singleton the hat-cobar construc-
tion of X is Ω̂A for the dg coalgebra A = (C∗(X), dA,∆) where dA = −∂1 + · · ·+
(−1)n−1∂n−1 : An → An−1. In this case we recover the extended cobar construction
introduced in [HT10].
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